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Who: Lauren Bradshaw, founder of the Walnut Animal Society, who makes beloved woolly-turned animals at a U.S. secret travel venue: the Enzian Theater in Maitland, Florida Why visit: You can eat a delicious meal on a cosy couch while watching an independent movie! says Bradshaw of a nonprofit that has been around since 1985. Enzian's menu goes
beyond cinema classics such as popcorn and nachos, pear prosciutto pizza, toasted portobello sandwiches, crab cake sliders, even beer and wine. Head to the later attached Eden Bar with a great selection of cocktails. If you go: Spend the afternoon walking along Park Avenue and New England Avenue in historic Winter Park, Florida, which has small
restaurants and shops like Barnie's CoffeeKitchen and Rifle Paper Co. Want to tell you what's special about your state? Post in the comments below or let us know on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #clstatesecret. ----- Plus: See more state secrets from our CL Across America virtual trip! »37 ways to make something new out of some old
»70+ delicious Thanksgiving side food »101 holiday conssi ideas »30+ pro tips for a stress-free Thanksgiving dinner » To create and maintain this content by a third party, and it's brought to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You might find more information about this and similar piano.io there were some interesting movie releases last
week, such as Disney's Moana. The animated feature features some big stars such as Dwayne Johnson and Lin-Manuel Miranda. The film made it to the top of the Thanksgiving box office by earning about $28 million, and got people talking about Johnson's surprising vocal skills. There's no new feature for kids this week, but there's one that's Oscar bait,
unpredictable foreign drama and horror movie. What movies should you be going to the movies this weekend? Here are three of the best movies in theaters this week. 1. Jackie The film follows Jackie Kennedy grieving privately and trying to stay strong in public after the assassination of her husband, President John F. Kennedy. Natalie Portman has already
won an Oscar for Black Swan, but this film could put her back on nominations this year. The film gets good reviews and is rated 90% fresh on Rotten Tomatoes. Critics praise the actress for being convincing without appearing as an impersonation, and the film is repeatedly portrayed as exciting. Much of Portman's role is to show how dark and personal the
tragic event had on the First Lady. The way he handled himself in such a crucies was so strong and intelligent, Portman said, according to CNN. It was really interesting to see that very private side - when you start looking at it - his crisis of faith, his doubts about God, his but also his powerful intelligence. 2. Things coming French film follows a philosophy
teacher who She went ahead after her mother's death, was fired and left her cheating husband on the giant. The film is rated 100% fresh on Rotten Tomatoes. Director and screenwriter Mia Hansen-Løve receives a lot of praise from critics for the unpredictable story. 3. Incarnate We may be in the holiday season, but we still have horror movies in our
theaters. This film shows a scientist using the mind of a young boy possessed by a demon. Critics haven't really paid attention to this movie, so there's no rating on Rotten Tomatoes. But if you're curious to see how this twist on a regular exorcism story happens, you might want to see it. Check out entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! Carson City: Things
to do When traveling in Nevada, Carson City is worth a visit. There's a lot to see and do in the nevada capital. If you're looking for additional excursions, Lake Tahoe is only about half an hour's drive from Carson City. Architecture in Carson City Upon Arrival heads to the Nevada Tourism Commission, located in a former post office. The staff will be happy to
provide information and you can pick up brochures and a map. Here are some places you can visit. Governor's Mansion – Built in 1908, this mansion is accessible and perfect for the small-town atmosphere of Carson City. Nevada State Capitol - The Nevada State Capitol building is one of the few capitols that does not include security screening. Compared
to most capitol buildings in the US state, it is highly understated; it must be the least pretentious in the U.S. Nevada State Museum – located in a former U.S. Mint building, it has excellent displays of mint history and silver mine history in Nevada. Nevada government buildings are the most important structures in Carson City. In fact, without them, it would just
be a typical American small town. Nevada State Railway Museum A must railroad fans The Nevada State Railroad Museum preserves the legacy of the Virginia-Truckee (V&amp;T) railroad line, which was used to transport stallion from Virginia City to Reno.s. Behind the museum building is a restoration building which is a great place to see how much work it
takes to renovate the equipment. You can see different engines and passenger cars at different stages of decay and restoration. In the summer months, rides are available from Carson to Virginia City on some of the historic trains stored here. Kit Carson (Blue Line) Trail The Kit Carson Trail is a great introduction to Carson City's rich history. Even if you're
not into history, walking along a path through a tree-lined neighborhood in Carson City's West End is a pleasant trip. Follow the painted blue line on the pavement and skip some of these highlights: The house where Mark Twain demolished his brother in the early 1860s Home, where George Ferris, the inventor of the Ferris Wheel, grew up in the place where
John Wayne shot his last film, The Shootist and Victorian homes built in the 1860s and 1870s Be sure to pick up a trail brochure with a good map of the blue line. Many historic homes also have a radio signal where you can listen to the narrative from this very home. Casinos in Carson City have a lot of old casinos with character. These are very different
from the mega resorts of Vegas, Reno or Lake Tahoe. Think mom and dad kind of places that aren't typically as crowded where you'll find cheap table games. Editor's note: The information contained in this page is compiled using actual travel reviews of what Carson City does. We hand-select everything we recommend and select items through testing and
reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without an incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial opinions that do not accept compensation for checking products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we may earn a reward. Every week, cheat sheet entertainment
staff select the three most popular movies caught in theaters. Here are our best picks this week. 1. Boulevard This week's top pick is a bittersweet film for both its story and the actor playing the lead role. Boulevard is one of Robin Williams' last shows before he committed suicide last August after a long battle with depression. In the film, Williams plays Nolan
Mack, a mild-mannered married man who lives a quiet life with his devoted wife Joy (Kathy Baker) in Nashville, Tennessee. However, in Nolan's life and marriage, not everything is fine. Nolan is a closeted gay man who has suppressed his true feelings and identity from everyone around him. His carefully invented life is disrupted shortly after he impulsively
picks up a male prostitute named Leo (Roberto Aguire) while driving aimlessly around one night. Nolan's relationship with Leo brings his repressed feelings to the surface and forces him to reassess his life. As Nolan's friend Winston (Bob Odenkirk) notes: Maybe it's never too late to finally start living the life you really want. Boulevard is directed by Dito
Montiel, who may be most famous for his first film, the critically praised 2006 A Guide to Hour about saints. While boulevard reviews have been more mixed than montiel's first film (a 46% approval rating from critics of Rotten Tomatoes and 52 from Metascore Metacritic), most critics have praised Williams' strong performance. The film has been mapped too
easily, but Williams carries the film, wrote Joe Neumaier, a film critic for the New York Daily News. He brings a palpable desperation and a clear desire for inner peace. Similarly, Variety's Peter Debruge noted that the actor a remorse so profound and recognisable that viewers should have no difficulty in linking what is missing from their own lives – whether
romantic, sexual, professional or or Boulevard opens in a limited notice friday, October 10. July. 2. Minions If you are looking for lighter meals in the cinema this weekend, then hilariously mindless minions may be more in your alley. A pre-installment/spinoff of the successful Despicable Me franchise, Minions stars as pill-shaped yellow creatures who later
serve super-badass-turned-father Felonious Gru. There is some kind of story about henchman, the world's first female super-rattle and plot to steal the British royal crown, but does it matter? If you like cute gibbery-talking cartoon creatures and over-top slapstick, you'll love Mints. Starring Sandra Bullock, Jon Hamm, Michael Keaton and other vocal talent,
Minions flock to theaters nationwide on Friday, December 10. 3. Yourself/ less What would it be like if you could change your body like you change your clothes? In himself/ a less older wealthy man dying of a cancer named Damian (Ben Kingsley), undergoes a procedure that transfers his consciousness to the healthy body of a young man (Ryan Reynolds).
At first, Damian enjoys the experience of the young body and all the benefits it brings. However, things start to go wrong when Damian discovers that the mysterious organisation that facilitated the procedure lied about how the young man's body was obtained. While the premise of this film sounds fascinating, many critics felt that the story failed to
satisfactorily address many of the deeper philosophical issues it raised. However, if you're looking for a slick sci-fi popcorn movie to entertain you this weekend, Self/less can be just what your doctor ordered. Self/less opens the hit theaters on Friday 10 July. All movies, crew and awards from IMDb. Follow Nathanael on twitter @ArnoldEtan_WSCS Check out
entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! More from entertainment cheat sheet: Sheet:
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